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ABSTRACT

AUTHOR: P. J. Hickey, COL, Inf
TITLE: Counterinsurgency Operations in Malaya, 1948-60:

The Role of Regular Porces
FORMAT: iAS-Individual Study Project Report

This paper is concerned with the conduct of counterinsurgency
operations during the 1948-1960 Malayan Communist insurgency,with primary emphasis on the conduct'of military operations. Datawas gathered using literature search. The success of the 'British
in this conflict.isattributable to two primary factors: theestablishment of centralized control and coordination of allmilitary, police, and government programs; and, the resettlement
of 500,000 Chinese peasants into new government villages thereby
isolating the guerrillas from the people., The importance ofdeveloping an effective intelligence netis emphasized, for good'intelligence. is the key to successful coanterinsurgency operations.
Food denial programs conducted in conjunction with the resettle-ment program proved to be the most effective type of operation
conducted against the guerrilla forces but patrolling and ambushingin conjunction with political, social, economic, and psychological
programs played vital roles in the defeat of the Communists.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this report is to trace the military action
of the Malayan counterinsurgency throughout the years of The
Emergency, 1948-60. Primary attention is focused on the part
played by the regular forces of the British Army; but, necessar-
ily, also discussed is the role of the Malayan police forces and
homeguard units.

This report is only one input into a major qtudy effort
being conducted by the USACDC Institute of Advau, Studies
relating to Army roles, missions, and doctrine in low intensity
conflict. It is hoped that through the research and analysis of
low intensity conflicts that have occurred throughout the wor-ld-, >
it might be possible to identify tactics and techniques most '

successful in defeating insurgency and to draw conclusions and -
make recommendations as to future Army roles in low intenusi i -
conflict and develop the necessary operatioml, organizational
and materiel concepts for their suppo .--,, .-
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I" its present stage, the Malayan revolution takes on
the characteristics of a new democratic revolution
waged against the British Imperialists (including all
their running dogs and lackeys, principally that group

of feudalistic running dogs headed by the Sultans.)
The objectives of the struggle are: to overthrow the
British Imperialists, eliminate all their political,
economic, and military influence in Malaya, wipe out
the last vestiges of feudalism . . replacing these
with the formation of a Malayan Peoplesl Republic.

the Malayan revolutionary struggle faces
an enemy - the Imperialists - who are both brutal in
th extreme and well versed in experiences. In sum,
although the British Imperialists are already in a
decadent state . . . yet when compared with the strength
of the revolution, they hold a superior position. This
is because their military power (numerically, techni-
cally and in armament), their economics, material, trans-
portation and telecommunications are still sufficient in
breadth and scope to cope with the revolution. In
addition, they are certain to employ every means,
adopting the most resourceful and brutal tactics, in
their attempt at speedy annihilation of the forces of
the revolution. Altering this position of superior and
inferior strength and of weakness between the enemy and
ourselves is not to be accomplished in one day. Such
a feature also indicates that by nature the anti-British
national revolutionary war will be protracted, uphill

and violent.1

This statement, issued in December 1948, by the Malayan

Communist Party (MCP) some six months after the British finally

formally declared a state of emergency existing in Malaya, clearly

-This is a translation of The Malayan Party, Strategic Prob-
lems of the Malayan Revolutionary War published by the Assault
Press (place not stated), Nov 5. 1Q50, and found on pp. 101-103.
Gene Z. Hannahan, The Communiat Struggle in Malaya, Intermtational
Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1954. (DS596H33)
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outlines the purpose and objectives of the revolutionary struggle

while acknowledging that the path to victory would be long and

hard. The optimism, the expectant air of success expressed in

this document is to be found in countless other MCP papers pub-

lished during the 12 years that lapsed before The Emergency was

proclaimed ended In June 1960.

Even today, the last of iLhe Communist diehards still hiding

out in the jungle along the Thai border voice confidence in

their certainty of ultimate victory.2 And well they might, for

in studying the insurgency one is struck by: (1) the number of

important consi~derations inherently favoring the counterinsurgent

forces; (2) the efficiency of planning and execution of opera-

tions of the British regular forces, the Malayan police forces,

and to a far lesser degree, the Malayani homeguards; and, (3)

the sustained high level of financial and moral support provided

by the Government and-people of Great Britain. Yet, in spite of

such handicaps, for 12 long years a relative handful of Communist

armed insurgents, never numbering more than 8000,3 fu~lly occupied.

some- 140,00 British forces including 40,000 regular troops and

4.
100,000 regular and auxiliary police at a cost-to the British

of. $1.4 million per week or $1'.2 iillion as a total cost'to end

The Eergency. 5 - Even then, the HOP ean blam itself as much £or

J. . Gullick, mislyia (1969), p. 200.
It&I. 1K?', ro c WR 'Tw in% Cuuq&!.rlIaurgonc Les (1966),

1' uer Tabor, The War of thm.Fles (1965), p. 143.
S~nihtp.3.
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its defeat as the British can claim they won the victory, for

if the MCP had shown more restraint, discretion, and patience, that

government victory so hard won might have been theirs. Continued

vigilance and fortitude are needed even now to ensure that those

remaining holed up insurgents don't somehow snatch victory away.

BACKGROUND

The Communists first moved into Indonesia and Malaya in the

1920's.6 Considering existing conditions one wonders why. And

by 1926, the Chief Comintern representative for Southeast Asia

wondered also; hie fled Java, disconsolately blaming the indolent

Malaya for his lack of success and concluded that thle Chinese in

Malaya represented the only hope for success of the movement.7

As things turned out, his prediction was correct.

Fow Malays ever joitied the MCP. They are an easy~oing,

peace-loving people who were more than content with British

colonial rule. They have a saying - tid'apal which means

11nothitig really muatters very much.118 With such anl attitude to

overcome, the revolutionary spirit of comunismi had little chance

and so attention was turned to tile hard working Chinese, who by

thle time of The Emeorgency wore virtually as populous as the Malays.

With tile MCP advocating citizenship and a voice in thle government

for the Chinese, one would imagine a gveat rush for membersh~ip in

llu-.TonLee Park, The British Experience of Coun ter inau rgency
il qaa -h-Ec,,n 16 (1965), p.143.

/Ibid., P. S.
gltnnBartlett, Report, from Halava (19$4), p.2.
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the Party. But the Chinese were perverse, and few really resented

their inferior position in Malayan society, for most still looked

to China as home and Chiang Kai-shek as their leader. As long

as they were free to operate their profitable businesses so they

could return to China with their fortunes when they grew old,

they took little interest in Malaya other than as a place of

9
business. And so,by 1939, out of a Malayan population of r"ve

million, no more than 5,000 had joined the Party. It generally

is believed that at no time did Party membership exceed 10,000

although one writer did put membership at over 100,000.10

WORLD _WAR II

Without the stimulus of World War II, the MCP still might

be struggling to establish a party worthy of the name. But wirh

the War, to the Party came logitimacy, power, respect, and the

popular support of many of the people. low did this come about?

Suffice it to say that. (1) The British were defeated and driven

out of Malaya by the Japanese. The loss of respect and face

incurred had lasting effects. (2) The MCP developed a trained

and equipped guerrilla force of about 7,000 men. This Malayan

Peoples' Anti-Japanese Army (MPAJA) operated throughout tile Wlar

from bases established in the jungle. Although the MPAJA at best

did little more than occasionally harass the Japanese, it was the

only organized anti-Japanese force in Malaya and as such, gained

9 bid.. pp. 25-26.

-0-eke Z, Hannahan, the Coimunist Struggle in Ma l Ia S i9 ,p.25.
1 Richard L. Clutteruck, Th Longj Long War (19V). p. 15.
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the respect and support of the people. It should be noted that

the MPAJA was recruited virtually entirely from among the Chinese:
12

to the Malays, 'tid'apal prevailed and they learned to live with

the Japanese. The Japanese in turn exerted their energies

primarily against the Chinese, making conditions so harsh that

thousands of them fled the urban areas to set up small farm plots

in isolated areas generally along the fringe of the jungle. (3)

With no British forces yet in Malaya following the sudden ending

of the War, the forces of the MPAJA emerged from the jungle to

receive the welcome of the people as the liberators of Malaya.
13

Taking advantage of the situation, the NCP 0M6AJA) seized control

of sections of the country only to reluctantly turn it over to

the British upon their arrival several weeks later. ven during

the short period of holding power, the excesses of the MCP quickly

disenchanted portions of the populace. The British took this

opportunity to colleat from the MPAJA a considerable number of

arms parachuted in to them during the War. Although all weapons

that the ;PAJA accounted for as received during the War were turned

in, it is ovidenit that many weapons and much aftanitio and equip-

ment were hidden away in secret caches.14 (4) As paymenvt more

or less for the port they p'ayed in the War, the MICP wa per.ittcd

to Noction openly as a logsl political party in Malays.

. t Lennox A. Hills, Halay, A Political and Etonentic Apprsal

bt"Lucian i. Pye, (Guerrill Cotmutsm i Halaya .(1956), p. 69.
1 4 Rouland S.N. Hans, "Victory in Malaya" in Iia juerrilla and

Uit2 to Eight T"ItM, t
4 . by LIC -. N. Greene, p. 116,



The British operated under no illusions during the War

regarding the cooperativeness of the MCP. On more than one

occasion, Ci'.n Peng, who became the leader of the Party in 1947,

stated that the ultimate aim of the MCP remained unchanged-- to

oust the British L.yerielists and establish a Malayan Peoples'

Republic under Communist leadership. With the War ended, the

MCP set about its task, and oven the mott raive observer would

conclude that the Party occupied a position of power favoring the

attainment of its objective,

1946-1948

With the end of a need for the XPAJA, it was disbanded *4

its members ordered into activities diricted at the ptaceful

ovarthrow of the govornment, Labor unions were established; Iho

leadership of established unions was sired by wbctrs of the

Party; strikqs wero called; propaganda -azpdigns wera direted

ogaiost the dowinueriog British lackeys whie authority olready

was nndwinud as 'esult of tildir defeat by p aans;ro-.

wr uofzt Is to iteresr the chinese in Attaining a position of

equality with the HO'ayS were rendwd; cohtinuiug efforts ure.

;ade to enlarge and satrengthen the Party, and, though litt~o tuces

Was had With the Malays ead ldians, the Chitnese poplace, encouraged

by tihe grovbIg ucess- tf Mao in OCina (or discouraged by the

weakness of Chiang), tutmed increasingly tc the WP for leadership.

il6



By the end of 1947, the MCP had achieved considerable

progress. Communists dominated 214 out of a total of 277 regis-

tered trade unions plus key rubber, tin, and longshoremen's

unions. Overall, 75 per cent of all organized workers were

controlled indirectly by the MCP.15 Social unrest had been

created within Chinese segments of the population even though

most Malays were alienated further from the MCP because of its

support for equal rights for the Chinese.

But the Party had come too far tao fast: recognizing the

danger in the labor union situation, the British passed legisla-

tion restricting the holding of union office positions to persons

having. at least three years expurieae in tate InduAstr concerned

plus other liwiting rustrict-ios; strsorm ta5t s on the labor

.frtit had resultod io the disenc j-twntt of wanwy of the ovrkers;

furthermore, ophasis on the labor front had resulted in a :'s.

of support- of poosant sountecs. rubber tappers. nnd othtr.

living in rural m en saw splits hiad booncnre IiIftdtht

the Party itself as to the proper tactics to follo i efforts

to aor throv the govermiWnt.

y early 1946, fetce tooding vas in order., and to of the

probleW s ere of to seoious * natuto that undue deltys in the

idvancewnt of Party goals would have resulted. But insutad, the

ICP opted to drop its *Worate policies ati adopt more militanm

programs. There i some evidence that this vas doot at the urging

161snrahn, p. 58.

.: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 1 1... . ... .. .. .'. ,'.,.. .,. .: .. ",.:. .-.



of the World Communist movement,1 7 but perhaps it just was in

reaction to the approaching victory of the Chinese Communista or

possibly in response to British antiunion edicts. Whatever the

reason, Chin Peng became the new Party leader and an aggressive

p._ogram to include eventual civil war was adopted.

Riots, murder, arson, intimidation, sabotage, raids, and

ambushes became the order of the day. Unsympathetic laborers

in the tin mines and rubber plantations were murdered. Weakly

defended police stations were raided for arms and ammunition.

But tte primary targets for the terrorists were British and Malay

public officials and British rubber and tin managers. The murder

of three British planters by the terrorists on 16 June 1948,18

was the final act culminating in the British government's

declaring a State of Emergency on 19 June.1 9 Shortly thereafter,

the MCP remobilized the MPAJA, ordering all ex-members to rally

in the jungle and to arm against the British.2 0 The anti-Communist

war in Malaya had begun.

17park, p. 39.
18Harry Miller, The Communist Menace in Malaya (1954), pp. 82-84.
1park, p. 41.
201bd p. 42.
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C1APTER II

THE EMERGENCY

Within six months after the declaration of The Emergency,

it was evident even to the MCP that a military victory could not

be won by its insurgent forces, the Malayan Races' Liberation

Army (MRLA). In hindsight it is clear that the Communists hardly

could have chosen a less propitious time to initiate offensive

action. There was little popular support for their revolutionary.

movement: as pointed out, the MCP had neglected the Chinese

peasant squatters so important to their success during World

War II in favor of organizing on the labor front: heavy world

*demands for tin and rubber had resulted in betterment of the

laborers' lot thereby t:..nding to placate their unrest; virtually

no progres6 had been made in convincing the Malaya and Indians

of the efficacies of communism; and liberal economic and social

policies implemented by the British had undermined other Communist

causes. Also, with the ending of the Palestine police action

in 1948, more British troops were available for duty in Malaya

than at any time since World War II.

Communist strategy for the amed revolution was based on

Mao Tse-tung's concepts and called for a three-phased advance

of hostilities: (1) to cripple the economy through guerrilla

action while fostering the strength of the MRLA; (2) to force

the British Army out of the countryside, restricting its efforts

9



to guarding urban centers, supply installations, and lines of

communication (3) to establish safe base areas from w-i4ch ilitary

operations might be launched to include the eventual use of

conventional forces- -the use of these forces to lead to the
1

liberaticn of Malaya. Important to the overall plan was disrup-

tion of tin and rubber operations, for these two industries

provided the bulk of government revenue and the means of liveli-

hood for half of the population.
2

In keeping with this trategy, in June 1948, the Communists

instituted a reign of terror. Murder became commonplace, with

public officials and British tin mine and rubber estate managers

being prime targets. However, many a lowly rubber tapper had his

throat cut by the terrorists as a lesson in cooperativeness.

Countless rubber trees were slashed and at one time as much as

one fifth of the latex produced was stolen and later sold as a

3
means of financing the revolt. Telephone lines were cut. Rail-

road track was uprooted and mined. Although the terrorists

avoided combat with British units whenever possible, they carried

out numerous raids against weak and isolated police stations and

security forces and skillfully set frequent ambushes along lines

of communication.4

iHanrahan, p. 63,
2Mills, p. 50.
31bid., p. 51.
4-Mler, p. 87.

10
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But the MIRA quickly found they lacked the leadership,

training, and equipment to conduct even such low-level guerrilla

warfare. Leadership for them was a real problem, Only about

60 per cent of the trained veterans and leaders of the old MPAJA

answered the call to join the MRLA;5 and, unfortunately for the

Communists, many of their experienced officers, including the

former Commander-in-Chief of the MPAJA,6 were killed in skirmishes

early in The Emergency. Qualified replacements for lost leaders

were hard to come by. Some "volunteers" did infiltrate from Red

China early in the revolt,7 but it appears that the CPR did

little to assist in this way, and British efforts at blockading

the coastline and the Thai border discouraged further attempts.

On occasions, the killing of a small unit leader of the MRLA

resulted in the surrender of the rest of that unit to government forces.

Training was inhibited by the lack of experienced personnel

and by the lack of training areas and facilities once the MRLA

was confined to the jungle itself. A general shortage of large

stores of ammunition which existed throughout The Emergency

further debilitated training and resulted in the fact that most

guerrillas were poor marksmen.

Perhaps the most significant equipment deficiency affecting

the MRLA was the lack of signal communications. Only through the

Knight, p. 27.6Hanrahan, p. 65.
7Park, p. 63.
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use of messengers were the leaders of the MRLA able to communi-

cate with their subordinates. This system was slow and unrespon-

sive and resulted in the necessity of issuing mission type orders

to inexperienced, isolated small unit leaders, establishing

quotas for the number of raids, ambushes, murders, etc., to be

conducted over a period of time. Captured messages and messengers

proved a valuable source of intelligence to the British.
8

Backing up the MRLA was a fifth column organization called

the Min Yuen. Thirty-five thousand of these willing and unwilling

agents,9 mostly from the Chinese squatter element, were responsible

for providing food, clothing, and medical supplies to the terrorists

as well as serving as messengers, reporting intelligence informa-

tion, spreading propaganda, and enlisting recruits. One of the

major efforts of the British to isolate the MRLA from the Min

Yuen support base resulted in the resettlement of 500,000 Chinese

*squatters and other groups living on the jungle edges to barbed-

wire enclosed, newly developed villages. Over the years, this

-control measure proved highly successful for, without its support

base, the MRLA was forced to organize into small, widely-spread

units that could survive on what little food they could grow in

the jungle or that could be smuggled out of the villages.1 0

Six months after the start of the revolt, the Communists were

doomed to failure- -the tin mines and the rubber estates not only

Clutterbuck, pp. 50-51.
9Knight, p. 28.

10James E. Dougherty, "The Guerrilla War in Malaya" in Modern

Guerrilla Warfare. ed. by Franklin Mark Osanka Dp. 302-30. -

12
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remained in operation but with inflated world prices became more

profitable than ever; the MRLA had failed to establish "liberated"

areas; no popular uprising had spread in support of the revolt;

and the British had expressed a total resolve to see The Emer-

gency through. Regardless, the Communists persisted in their

terroristic tactics through 1951. In the last half of 1948, 264

civilians were murdered; in 1949 the figure rose to 334; in 1950,

it was 646; and in 1951, 532.11

Most of this terroristic action backfired on the Communists. 12

The slashing of the rubber trees only served to cut into the

peasants* means of livelihood, causing reveutment against the MRLA.

The indiscriminate murdering of members of the civilian populace

removed much of the sympathy and goodwill that had been built up

within segments of the Chinese population and the utter barbarism

of the attacks strengthened the will of the British to win.

In late 1951, the Communists adopted a new strategy calling

for the end of indiscriminate terrorist actions, a retreat from

aggressive guerrilla actions, to include falling back deeper

into the jungle to regroup and retrain, and a renewal of political

efforts to undermine the government. 13 This strategy was adopted

too late,for on the military front the British successfully

pressed their efforts to ferret out the insurgents; and by

1lMills, p. 53.
12Pye, p. 98.
13Hanrahan, pp. 73-74.
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!!pfomising to turn over control of the government to the Malayans

as soon as the situation permitted, the British undercut the

thrust of Communist propaganda efforts.

_In spite of their general lack of success in the field, the'

guerrillas were encouraged by four events. One was the victory

of' Communist China over Chiang Kai-shek in 1949. Another was

the inexplicable diplomatic recognition of Red China in 1950 by

the Brqtish that gave encouragement to the MRLA while further

perpl-"ing the Malayan Chinese as to which side to support 14

Next, in-1951, the MRLA's successful ambushing and killing of Sir

Henry Gurney, tF High Commissioner of che Federation, temporarily

15crushed the morale of the Malayan and British people. Lastly,

the ending :of the Korean War in 1954 brought the hope that Red

China noviwould provide support to the MRLA. Other than these

events, the MRLA had little good news and few successes of any

import to qint'to.as indicators that the tide of the revolution

Lwas turniiAS their way.

For practicai-purposes, by the end of 1955 the Communists

were defeae.d. 5892 guerrillas had been killed, 1196 captured,

and.1742. Surreiadored. During this perici government losses were

1796 soldiers-, police, and homeguards, and 2415 civilians.16

ibid., p. 68.
-L)Mill ,pp. 58-59.
1I61bid p. 53.

ibi
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MRLA forces, which never exceeded 800017 and generally were

maintained at 4000-5000, were down to 3000. By mid-1957, they

were down to 2000,18 and today there remain only several hundred

diehards in the jungle.

Although the outcome of The Emergency was Inevitable as

long as the British remained firm in their resolve, victory had

a price. The cat and mouse game of hunting down the guerrillas

was as expensive as it was frustrating. Forces were built up to

50,000 regular soldiers, 73P00 police, and 244P00 homeguards

(militia enlisted to protect their own villages irc~n attack).

On an averag-. the price for killing or capturing, one guerrilla

was 700 hours of patrolling and ambushing. In dollars, the cost

rose from $83,000 a day in 1949 to $234,000 a day in 1953.19

When in 1957, the Federation was acceded independence as

the British had promised and was admitted into the Commonwealth

as an independent nation, the Communists had no more trumps to

play. Recognita - of the Malayan government by both Moscow and

Peking further disillusioned the MRLA. In an effort to save

something from the revolution, Chin Peng, still the leader of

the MRLA, attempted to strike a bargain with the new-alayan

government that, in return for recognition of the MCP, the

guerrillas would leave the jungle and lay down their arms. Such

terms were unacceptable to the governmnt and so The Emergency

i!:- 17Kngt
Knight, p. 27..

1519 pp 3-4



dragged on. With little military strength left, the MRLA could

only conduct occasional terrorists actions, and by mid-1959

these were down to an average of just over one incident per month.2 0

On 31 July 1960, Malaya's 12 year Emergency officially was

ended. Over 11,000 persons had been killed on both sides, to

include 6,710 guerrillas, 2,473 civilians, and 1,865 security

forces.21 No armistice was signed, no peace treaty was agreed

upon. The MRLA diehards still hanging on in the jungle even

today occasionally conduct some terroristic incidents, but for

the most part they openly admit that their movement has failed.

They speak hopefully of using opposition political parties,

trade unions, and students as instruments for future efforts

to overthrow the government but they have excited no interest

in such talk among the people.

This victory over a determined Coamunist insurgency move-

ment didn't Just happen. There were many ups akd downs tile

planning and conduct of the counterinsurgency before the victory

was won. iow the war was won is the subject matter of the next

chapter.

Park 0 pp. 236-238.

2rbi~d., pp. 239-242.
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CHAPTER III

HOW THE WAR WAS WCIN

The Emergency lasted 12 long years. Why . when the

Communists were doomed to failure some six months after the

outbreak of hostilities? The answer is that judgmients such as

these are more evident when made from a position of perspective

10 years after the end of a war. Back in 1948-49, and even in

the early 501s, it would have been as difficult to convince most

Britains and Malayaus they were winning the war as it would have

been to convince the Communists that they were losing.

In those days the initiative still remained with the

guerrillas- -and their acts of terrorism were undermining the

morale of the Malayan people and their faith in the might of the

British Army. The people wondered if that Army, which could not

stand up to the Japanese in World War it, could do any better

against the MRI~A. In those firalt years, in fact, throughot

The h'mrgency, the Army never achieved one Major victory, never

won a single battle that could be pointed to and. used. av a means

of boosting morale on the hoinefront., In an insurgent war, as

we have. come to know, there are no such victories. The var is

von'by killing or captuiring, cut Suerrilla taoay, convincing

another one to surrender tamorrov, capturing a veapon or seels n9

afood cathe the: nexit. Nothing vey spectacular ever seems to

hape -ath biggest events are uhen some guerrilla leaders une



for months and years, are finally tracked down- - and then in

death they look so unimposing that it is hard to believe they

have been the object of so much effort.

At the start of The Emergency the MRLA had a strength of

4,000-5,000 men. Opposing them were some 10,223 police officers

and men and an Army consisting of two British Infantry battalions,

six Gurkha Rifle battalions, three battalions of the Malay Regi-

ment, and a Malay coast artillery unit, all of which were under-

strength. For two years these government forces thrashed around

the jungle in vain efforts to track down the elusive guerrillas.

More troops were brought into the effort and, the police force

was greatly expanded and still during this period things remained

at a virtual stand-off. At this critical time (January 1950),

LTG Sir Harold Briggs was appointed Director ol prton.Ti

marked the first time that these duties wore separated from those

of a civilian High Comissioner and put in. the hands of a military

man. This servod as an indicator thot the conflict wee now to

be fought as a war. General Briggs' task was to prosecute the

war and coordinate efforts of the civil administration and the

J security forces. After several zonths of traveling throughout

Halaya. end surveying tile situation. he came to tile conclusion

that killing guerrillas was not enough since recruit* always were.

available; what was needed was to destroy the morale of the inaut-

gent$ and to out off their sources of supply ..-and this could be

done only by bringing the Chinese squatters. wider conztrol. III

1Nilerp. 87.



May 1950, the Briggs Plan, the key policy directive of The

Emergency, was put into operation. This directive outlined the

role of the military, police, and administration:

1. a military framework of protection working in the
jungle fringes, protecting the populated areas and

communications from bandit encroachment, destroying
bandits who, for maintenance of morale alone, must

attempt entry, and cutting off their communications
with their Communist cells in these places;

2. the police force was to dominate the popu-
lated areas, dislocate and break op Communist cells
therein, give local security and, by use of its CID
and Special Branch, gain information from the popu-
lation, now more responsive because of that added
security;

3. extend the administration to cover the popu-
lation, whilst bringing the more isolated parts of th!

population within the administration by resettlement.

The plan also called for the formation of houguards in

the villages and the establishment of a Federal War Council, and

War Exaecutive Comaitteo at State atu District levels. In -eneral
pol icies establishvd in tha Briggs Plan -e followd to the

war's conclusil.

This hapter will exaofno milirtry, political, social,.

oOlcotic, and psychological actions taken dvr eg The. rs-rgency

to combat the iusurgents. Ezphasis wll be placed on military

actions and on tihe ole of britiSh Army units without mny attevpt

being made at chroologitally tieing in one action or event with

another. Uut the picture to be gained from this exaintwc i ti one

of actions that might be appropriate for spplcation against

guerrilla forces in future counterinsurgency operations.

2psrk, pp. l01-102



POLITICAL

One of the two most significant actions of the Malayan

counterinsurgency effort was the issuance of the proclamation

of a state of emergency in June 1948. By declaring an emergency

and not declaring war, the country remained under civil rule,

not martial law. The military was made subordinate to the

civilian administration. But many sweeping regulations were

issued under The Lmergency, many as drastic as those normally

imposed under martial law. The list of regulations grew to 149

3
pages. The most'important of these were:

1. RoqauirmLat tlhat all people over 12 yet* of age

be registered and possess an ID card bearing their picture and

thumabprtnt. Rathe than register, waoy CoaMwnii:s and their

*yWatbhiters fled L0 rho juagles. Recogniziag that the people

would treat t vards as a nuisaaco, strong icentiveswoe gie

to retaiu ite: rteo card "a nailed to drav rationed irtsz. of*

food (ratio curd nualns Va.e Printed on Ii curds as a Cross-

chock dtavic), for grants to build homon, for otatitig Sarden

plots, et.., Atone outside of their norml A.ro ithout an ID

card ust appreed, arid frequtnt checks. wore "ae -1Y the police.

Duplicate cards of villagers were retsai 6d in local police stations.

Etf forts by the guritillas to. steal and destroy cards resulted in

klu~tar~ pp. 36-39.
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administrative quandries but did not defeat the system, and the

system made it impossible for guerrillas to live in tile villages

with the people.

2. Suspension of the right of habeas corpus. People

could be held without trial for up to two years on suspicion of

aiding the Communists. This drastic action was required, aq

few persons brought to trial were found guilty ior lack of wit-

nesses willing to testify in the face of guerrilla intimidation.

3. Right to search without warrant. Frequently, it

was necessary to search entire villages in support of food denial

programs. A requircment for search warrants would have defseaed

such operations.

4. Pervit required to carry 4 weapoo. Any persoo

csught with an un-uthorinod v' pon (ov ConsLCt1 go with guerrillas)

auto t cally rceived the doath penaly (the sentece could be

•eanuced by the 4igh Cnissi r)

Ophrc rtulatio-tms covered Owe hath o tuosa aw & 'ew cntrol

towd cresrc prohibilted areas. resettle p o, ew;Lrol road

taovecntdisprse ssetl-a. raise forces oi speclu cntall

and snty- other things4 !Tee regolationts provided the basic

r'sles for lite Qareocy,' and their enforceot drove the gnri Urns

in1to the jugle.

ThroughOut The bteigacy (and even today) it Val difhxcult to

4Park, pp. 90-91.
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get them to think of themselves as Malayanis. British efforts to

get them to participate in the government or serve in security

forces met with little success. Over 6,000 Chinese left the
5

country rather than serve. As virtually all of the terrorists

were Chinese, the British felt it impor.ant ther_ the Chinese

population, insofar as possible, be actively aligned with the

Malayan government. In this regard, the problem was further

complicated by the Malays themselves who feared possible domina-

tion by the Chinese. At British urging, a Malayan Chinese

Association (MCA) was founded in early 1949 and eventually built

its membership up to over 200,000. The Association was a severe

blow to the MCP . it gave the Chinese a p'qce to rally other

than the MCP. 6 With time, the Chinese did become involed to a

linited extent in local government at the village level, and a

few thousand ;ape to serve in the security forces. Malay-Chinese

relations also were improved, particularly as the result of a

1953 law passed in all but one of the nine Mrlayan states that

allowed resettled Chines, to own title to land for the first time.

A giant step was made in 1952 when qualifications for Federal

citizenship were established making citizens of 3.1 out of the 5

million people of Malaya..12 per cent of the citizens were

Chinese, 78 per cent Malaya.
7

C- lick, p. 118.
6park, p. 98.
71bid., pp. 113-114.
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In 1950, the government e.;tablished a Rural and industrial

Development Authority with the mission of improving the life of

villagers- -bringing in electricity and water, improving rice

production, building asse.ibly halls, erecting schools, etc. 8

Simultaneously, ordinances were enacted making people, through

their elected officials, responsible for their local government,

particularl, in the new villages developed as part of the reset-

tlement program. All these efforts were directed at having the

9 -.people take an interest in Malayan affairs.

Throughout The Emergency the British promised to make--Malaya

independent as soon as practicable. For years the MCP used this

promise &s a tool, propagandizing that the British had no such.

intent and t..t, upon the MRLA's ultimate victory, a:Peoples"-

Malayan Republic would be established. In mid-1954, General Sir

Gerald Templer, the deporting High Commissioner of-the Federation,

stated that the Communist threat was no longer a bar to parliamentary

elections and set a date for independence of August 1957.1 0 On

31 July 1957, independence was achieved and the MCPlest the war

on the political front.

8Bartlett, pp. 55-56.
9Malaysia Dept, of .Information,. The Emergeqy: A Brief-

Account of Twelve Years of Communist Terrorism (no date, p, 16.
.- rk, p. 219.
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COMMAND AND CONTROL

k From 1948 to 1950, the conduct of operations against the

MRLIA was handicapped severely by the lack of unity of command

at all levels. The military distrusted civilian indirect control

of military operations and civilian authorities were unimpressed

by the military's lack of success in the field. in 195C, a

military Director of Operations was appointed to the civilian

High Commis~sioner and some of the problems were alleviated but he

was hampered-by having no control over the police with whom the

military had to operate so closely. In January 1952, General

Templer was-:given .esponsihility of High Commissioner and Director

o3 Y per~ntiorfs ind dnity of cormiand was established. 1

During hI.& twq..year -tenure9'General Templer functioned with

-a ine-m4ar staff on the miitaryr field',operations.-side thus

cutting th'rough red tape, staff metings,.7'eports from the field,

etc,-. General Tampler ]ivedin the-field os-did his staff,

6onstantly, visitin security roces'and getting a first-hand

fee or events. A four-44n team made uip of lieutenant colonels 7

Vwould. visit -a battailion- s ied unit ialmost daily, with-the

authority to make on- t e-spot deciiiotwo and the responsibility

*fqr re .porting to be-dquarters'each day 'those:particlalar techniques

that had beer) used sutccessfully againat the ene~my. General

11S.N, Bjelajae, "fMalaya ---Case History in AreaB Op erat ions,"
Z in Anthiology of Related Togics on Countorinsurgency., ed, by

Lacklanad -Air Fo'rce B3ase Military Trainitag.Center, 'Vol.11, p. 189.
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Templer believed that the staffs' job was not to sit back in

headouarters and develop bright ideas, but to get those ideas

12from field commanders and pass them on for general use.

Under General Templer, a committee system for directing

the war effort was made to work. Though generally such a system

is anathema to. the military, it proved an efficient method,

particularly in a situation not recognized as open warfare.

Weekly, General Templer would chair a meeting of his Field

Operations Committee made up of the heads of the Army, Navy, Air,

and Police, the Chief Secretary to the Government (civilian),

the Secretary of Defense (civilian), the Director of Intelligence

(civilian), and the Director of Operations Principal Staff Officer

(military). This committee issued operating instructions for

the entire counterinsurgency effort; these flowed through State

War Executive Committees (SWEC) composed of the civilian Resident

Commissioner (chairman), the Chief Police Officer, and the Senior

Military Commander (normally a brigade commander)--here policy was

established and sent to District War Executive Committees (DWEC);

at the DWEC's, detailed plans and operations were directed--curfews

were ordered, food denial programs put into effect, etc. This

triumvirate committee, chaired by the civilian District Officer,

included the Chiei Police Officer, and the Battalion (or company)

Commander assigned to the district.13 Other civilian, military,

12Clutterbuck, p. 83.
13Park, pp. 212-216.
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homeguard, and psywar representatives might be called to sit in,

but at least these principal three members met daily in what came

to be known as Nlorning Prayers." At their 0845 daily meeting

they would receive reports on the previous 24 hour happenings

and make plans for forthcoming operations. The close cooperation

between the police and the military engendered in these meetings

proved to be vital to the success of counterinsurgency operations.

Implicit in the use of SWEC's and DWEC's was a concept of

area operations. To the States of Malaya were assigned one brigade,

responsible for conducting military operations within its borders.

The States were further broken down into political subdivisions

and a battalion or company from that brigade was assigned to

each of these districts. In gener , a battalion or company

would establish a base camp near the District Headquarters while

establishing other platoon and company base camps in outlying

regions of the district.14 Battalion and company commanders were

granted considerable authority in this decentralized mode of

operations. Normally, these units would remain in the same

operational area for months (hopefully until the Communist threat

in the area was eliminated or so reduced that local police and

homeguard forces could contain it), thereby establishing firm

working relations with local government and police authorities

and becoming intimately familiar with the area of operations.

14M.C.A. Henniker, Red Shadow Over Malaya (1955), p. 15.
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Inherent in this method of operations was the need for strong

leadership at all levels of command.

In keeping with this operational concept, the military in

actuality was used to support the police, The police were

responsible for operations in the towns and villages, with the

military responsible for field operations.15 The key to all

operations was good intelligence, and to this end Joint Operations

Centers, manned by police and military intelligence officers,

were established at all levels and served as operational nerve

16
centers.

Two other elements of command and control are worth noting.

First, each rifle company was assigned two Chinese-speaking junior

civil liaison officers who served as go-betweens with the people.

They accompanied units on patrol in the field and were of value

in the event any guerrillas were captured. Knowing the ways of

the Chinese, they also were helpful in understanding MRIA ways of

17thinkik 1. Second, radio was the primary means of communication

between commanders and units in the field. Even it was seldom

used except in the early morning and the late afternoon (before

and after patrolling) and then atmospheric conditions frequently

interfered.

15BJelajac, p. 190.
1 6Anthony Crockett, "Action in Malaya," in Modern Guerrilla

Warfare, ed. by Franklin Mark Osanka, p. 312.

-Anthony Crockett, Green Beret, Red Star (1954), pp. 56-57.
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RESETTLEMENT

From 1948-50, the British had little success in prosecuting

the counterinsurgency. The primary reason for this was self-

evident. In much the same manner as they had during World War

II, the thousands of Chinese squatters living in scattered

settlements near the jungle provided all the support needed by

the 5,000 Communist insurgents in the MRLA.

Commencing in 1951, the British instituted a massive

resettlement program that came to be the single most important

step of the entire Emergency leading to the defeat of the Communists.

Between 1951 and 1953, 500,000 squatters were relocated in some

600 new villages. Old scattered settlements were replaced by

compact new villages protected by barbed wire fencing and lighting

of the perimeter. Most villages were provided water, electricity,

schools, and community centers.18  Each family received 1/6th of

an acre of land within the fence and three acres of farmland

outside the perimeter but within two miles of the village. The

people also were given title to the land. Every family was paid

M$100 and provided subsistence for six months in conjunction

with their move. A police station was established in each village

and, with time, homeguard units recruited and trained. Everyone

was carefully oriented on the purpose of the program by government

officials who spoke the local dialect of the new villagers. Undet

18 G'ullick, pp. 114-116.
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the guidance of Chinese-speaking British administrators, village

councils were established and every effort made to have the

villagers responsible for governing themselves.
19

The program of establishing new villages was phased from

south to north in coordination with military operations and

security. With so many being established so fast, inevitably

some did not work out and the people needed to be resettled

again.20 Most of the financing of this expensive program was

supported by the MCA, thereby enlisting further interest of the

21people in the program. During this period it also became

necessary to resettle some 650,000 tin and rubbcr workers to

enclosed encampments within the estates. These moves were made

at the expense of the companies themselves.22

A program such as this naturally encountered considerable

resistance and resentment, buxt eventually it did succeedto some

extent in integrating the Chinese squatter into the Malayan

political and social system. Most of these new villages flourished

and still exist within the Federation.

The HRLA recognized the threat created by the new settlements.

They now were cut off from their sources of food, money, intelli-

gence, and other support. Recruiting a.d propaganda prograi were

19Parik, pp. 128-132..2 0 The nmergency;' Malaysia Dept. of Information., no date p. 13.
21Park, p. 130.

p. 138.
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endangered. The NRLA attempted to initiate more incidents

around the new villages, knowing this would force the government

to tighten security measures, impose curfews, reduce rations--all

of these measures bringing about antigovernment sentiment. In

many areas the government had an uphill battle to win the support

of the villagers, and that support never came until the govern-

ment could provide the people adequate security.

The new village program was not the panacea for everything,

but in the short term it did tip the tactical balance by making

the guerrillas cume to defended areas for food and supplies, and,

in the long term, i L helped integrate the Chinese squatter into

the greater Malayan community.2

!NT EuIG' NCE

As~ la any war, but particularly in counterineurgency variare,

good intelligence is tile key to successful operations in the

field. And as iniany war, good intelligence comes from captured

enemy personrlel, from spies ard informers, from contacts, from

the grapevino, from captured documents and equipmett, from serial

photographs,.from patrol reporte, from analyses of effey opexations,

anid many other sources. 4

In the early years of Thle E£Aergency, *ilftery operstions were

C. not based on good intelligence. In fact, Woat operations vere

Ho4 % P 121.

Oliver Crawford, ILhe Our Hared Ma !.y a (1958), pp. 179-1804t
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conducted without the benefit of any intelligence, resulting in

what the British trooper called aimless "Jungle bashing." Most

enemy kills camne from chance encounters. By 1950, about 5G-60

guerrillas were being killed a month (another 20-J0 were

surrendering); six guerrillas were killed for everv soldier but

police force losses were greater than those of the terrorists.

By 1951, as the result of improved intelligence, twice as many

of the enemy were being killed, with only 25 per cent of them

resulting from chance meetings. 5 Even with good intelligence

the British Army reported 1000 hours of patrolling require4 for

every contact, 1600 hours for every enemy killed or captured.2

In Malaya,, normal military intelligence-gathering procedures

never were used. The police force was reoponsible for acquiring

intelligeuco and did so in coordination with army unit intelligence

officers. As moat intelligence came frtow the civilian population,

the SUCCetS Of *'hO police w08 due to its COntactS vdt I the0 people,

its knowledge Of~ the language, and its ability 'to infilt'rate

enemy units,2 7 .

Some of th# tethada uaed to gain inteliigetwe woe-t

1. ionywaous letters or so-cal-led. 'Imtet bollots.

*Wery villager goould be issued a fora an whtich to report any.

informatiow ho bed oo -the Coamunisia.' These unsi$WAe reports Vere

ZSCIlutterbuck,, p. 54.
2tiPark, p. 194.

27I~j~JeGp. 10
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collected 24 hours later in locked containers to be opened only

by the local military commander. Although this system had the

drawback that many could not read or write, it had the advantage

of providing the informer with anonymity and freedom from

terrorist reprisal.28

2. Rewards. Early in The Emergency the government

instituted a somewhat morally repugnant system of rewards for

information leading to the capture or killing of guerrillas.

For example, such information regarding a Communist district

Committee member might be worth $4O00-$10,000. This resulted

in many Malayans "dreaming up" intelligence and reporting hunghes

a -fact, but intelligonce of ficers soon learned to discriminate

between fact and fiction.2

3 A .ints. it was difficult to penetrate the Comuu-.

niat organization with agents. Normally, au agent was procur~d

by persuading a parson discovered to be workikig with the WUAA to

4ervo as a double agekut. The person to discovered had little

coice hut 'to cooerat. face a dt'ach pena Ity, or f lea. to the

Jungle to joitt the MIA. 3 0

4. Captret.d or Surrendertd:Enemy. Personnel. Alziaot

vittiout. Ou. ptiaon suel personnel not oly veavillnj; to provide

Any, totrmotion thoy could in veapoate to-interrogation, hut would

2 8Arthur Gaapbel . JUnale reen (1953), pp. 31-32.
.29 cktr Oiev Bagg Red Star, p,. 166.3o(utttrbuck , "p 9-90.
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31lead patrols into the jungle in search of their former comrades.

If their efforts brought success, they were rewarded in keeping

with paragraph 2, above. This lack of loyalty was so coamon

that the guerrillas found it necessary to move their jungle base

camps when the discovered one of their members had surrendered

or been captured.32

5. Captured Enemy Documents. As the terrorists were

driven deeper into the Jungle and contacts with the people becawe

more dangerous, they adopted a system of couriers for delivering

messages to unattended bidden letter drops. When a drop was

discovered or a courier captured, much valuable intelligence

33frequently resulted. As their courier system was so inef-ficient,

Nit was difficult for the terrorists to know ether a mssage

had beott captured or Just had not arrived as expocted.

6, Aerial. Reconnmlanco. Pilots operattg itt light

* aircraft we-re assigned one paticular area of the Jungle for their

* serial surveillaic,. Remutning in his sme ares (or moths, they

camw to be able to discern even minute changes in the 3ungle63

4hich thon wre checked out by foot patrols.

3.Csmpbell, p. 29.[ :/ °P.,: p. 156.
3 3Cspbel, p. 125.

34. . C. Slater, !Air Operations in A ley.," in Apthodok~y
of 4el.ted Topies o ,,nterinaurpeny, ed. by Lackload M Force
Base Military Training Center, 'VOL U, .195.
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POLICE FORCES

The role of the Police Field Force in defeating the Commu-

nists cannot be overemphasized. Much maligned in the early years

of The Emergency when they were undermann, (9000 constables),

poorly trained, and not yet recovered from World War IX decimation,

they were unable to provide more than a semblance of internal

security. Frthermore, there was little ccoperation betveen the

police and the military. With time these deficiencies were cor-

rected. By the end of 1948, the police force was expanded to a

strength of 50,000, or one policeman for every 100 guerrillas 35

Intensive six-month training progras wmereinstituted. in te

police's to .juogle school. vwo successi.ve hih-ratktng pro-

po:ce- .. t pa

teasional polceen nn£u 4an servcd as Police Comiissioter

o u , britiag much order and ex ptise to the servic y

tho early 1950's, tdhe Polic Tia Frce *adi 4wed into to

dffect"* le Officiet otgarsiaat.

Administratively, each fhsy. m state was divided ito

'tircles. tech circle "e subdivided a1d .at this levl (di.ti .t)

rotted the rtksprt- Jiik for, day-to-ay operatian-Kpico

patros, iovostigatioos, supervisiust of police posts,, etc. At

this level ClO"e coordinat on with Aray battcliun and cmspany

conaders was afoctted.36

3 5 ClutterbucL-, pp41-Us.
3 Crockett. CrekAn0 §et 9*d Star., p.43-44.
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At the village level the police were in a particularly

vulnerable position, especially prior to the Lime when the

military was able to provide the village nominal security. A

settlement of 500-2,000 Chinese, many of whom were sympathetic

to the Communists, would have a police force of 10-12 Malays

(as pointed out previously, few Chinese --,d be induced to

join any of the security forces--the lack of Chinese on the force

was the main weakness of the police). To the credit of the

police, few of their personnel adopted a "live-and-let-live"

attitude thereby turning tacit control of villages over to

guerrillas. Early in The Emergency, village police stations

invoked a policy of calling one another cnce an hour--if no

answer was received. roiiforezcents were ccitt to that' post. 3

As experience was gained and traUin improved, the police

feld. forte twned "forts"it the jungloeburilt to bring ju gl

aborigilwes uidor: overnment coa I- force nters patrolled

frotier tones, taki tt Am bile patrollintou r rtn forwrly

tonducted by c~ao military; svpecial coseble, ocdd rubber MnW

* tin holdings. oade road gawoaud food chteks; many auxiliary

V jol icstwn were retruited who -served withoot pity while relieving&

the po ice of. dutie not. requitring. speial qualificnOioes,38

A hsuoguard forte was organized under coutrol of thM polite.

Eventually, it grwv toe strength of 250,000, of A~ich no acts than

3Clutterbuck p. .
.pp. 2.0
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Sw

'd0,00 0 were armed and on duty at any given time. The homeguards

were recruited from their own villages for the purpose of helping

protect them. Though generally poorly trained, they did prove

of assistance in guarding posts and patrolling the perimeters of

villages at night as well as assisting at road and gate checks

and the like. General Templer set great store in the homeguards,
9

but in truth, they probably were of more psychological than

security value as they represented another anti-Communist force

among the people.

In Malay, the word for police is "mata mata" which means

"eyes, eyes." During The Emergency the police came to be much

more than that as they built a reputation of service and willing-

ness to help that did much toward winning the peoples' support

40of the government. As the agency primarily responsible for

developing military intelligence, thr were amazingly successful

and cooperated fully with the military after several initial years

of misunderstanding. Frequently, the target of Communist retri-

bution, the police suffered almost six time as many caaualties as

the military. But the importance of the police force to the

victory in Malaya was on a par with the contribution of the::

military, and an effective police force is essential in guerrilla

warfare.

z 39¢3%lutterbuck, p. 83.

4 0Bartlett, pp. 80-83.
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PSYC01-)GICAL WARFARE

Before he was ambushed and killed by the guerrillas in 1951,

Sir Henry Gurney, the High Commissioner of the Federation stated,

"This is a war for the hearts and minds of the people,'41  When

General Templer succeeded him, he said he could end The Emergency

in three months if he could get "the hearts and minds of the

,42
people.' Using imaginative psywar programs in tandem with

successful military (political, social, and economic) operations,

the British 3ccomplished this goal.

Probably the three most successful psywar ploys used by the

government were the use of rewards leading to the capture of

killing of guerrillas, the humane and generous treatment of

prisoners, and the declaring of "white" areas when enemy forces

in such. areas had been neutralized. T!, government instituted

these and other psywar programs early in The Emergency, thereby

winning the support of the people-while assisting in undermining

the morale of the Communists. A fourth highly successful program

already discussed was the prnmise of independence for Malaya at

the earliest practicable date. The prospect of independence was

a strong motivating factor in gaining the allegiance of the populace.43

--The use of a reward system was highly effective as a means of

gaining intelligence and os an inducement leading to the, surrender

41Mans, p. 120.
42Park, p. 108;
4"Bjelajac, p. 189.
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of terrorists. In 1950 a reward of M$60,000 was offered for

the captur-a of Chin Peng and M$2000 for ordinary MCP members.

In 1952, these rewards were raised substantially. A surrendering

Communist insurgent could collect half-of the reward for turning

himself in. By Malayan standards, a terrorist could -ecome rich :

by surrendering to the government. One of the top 10 leaders in

the MRLA turned himself in and then helped bring about-the surrender

of 160 guerrillas formerly under his command--his reward was

b 55,000 British. This reward system brought results even though

it left much to be desired from an ethical viewpoint. It is

hard to understand why a terrorist who murdered a policeman one

A 44
day might surrender himself the next and be rewarded.

Early in TheEmergency, the policy was to have all captured

and surrendered enemy personnel stand trial with death as the

sure penalty. As this policy discouraged surrenders it was changed,

and surrendering terrorists were guaranteed freedom from trial for

offenses committed while serving with the Communist forces and

promised a reward as outlined above, plus either free passage to

China or enrollment in a rehabilitation program. Captured (as

opposed to surrendered) personnel who cooperated with authorities

45
generally were treated in the same manner. In the five rehabi-

A. litation centers established in Malaya, personnel were provided

44Park, pp. 188-191.
45Pye, pp. 117-118.
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excellent conditions--they had free access to visit nearb; towns,

they were taught a trade, and they were not subjected to pro-

government or anti-Communist propaganda. At the end of 1954, of

2,750 rehabilitated personnel, only 29 had been captured again

for working with the Communists.4 6 Many otter surrendered per-

sonnel served in a Special Operational Volunteer-Force (SOVF)

under police control. Some 12 platoons of 15 men each were

organized into the SOVF and, after serving 18 months against their

excomrades, with the same pay as policemen, the men were uncon-.

citionally released to civiiian life.47 Announcement of thesd

conditions and others with slight modifications led to 116

surrenders in 1949,48 350 surrenders in 1953,49 and 460 in 1957.50

The government had a policy that no one was neutral: if a

person wasn tt for the government then he was against it. Punish-

ment for neutralism and complacency was meted out, curfews were

imposed, fines levied, entire villages moved to detention camps,

food rations reduced, and other regulations governing The Emergency

were imposed.1 The people in the villages naturally resented

these restriction even though the need forthem was understood.

The only way the people could insure the early lifting of these

4Park, pp. 168-171.
48Bartlett, pp. 70-73.
48Miller, pp. 120-121.
4 Dougherty, p. 306.
50Park, p. 235.
51BJelajac, p. 190.
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restrictions was through cooperation with the government. The

more intelligence related to MRLA operations provided the police

and the lesa support supplied the guerrillas, the sooner the area

could be cleared of Communists and the area declared "white."

Once declared white, all restrictions were lifted and the people

could lead a normal life. Henceforth, the villagers in white

areas were quick to report any enemy activity in their area for

they feared going back to black conditions. (As a matter of

interest, guerrillas generally avoided creating incidents in

white areas, knowing such actions might result in the renewed

imposition of restrictions for which they would be blamed and

this would turn the people against them.) By 1954, about one

fourth of the total population lived in white areas. The last

areas to be cleared were in the southern tip of the Malayan Penin-

sula and were not declared white until the late 1950's.

As ir other wars, countless leaflets were dropped into enemy-

held areas. On an average, 10-20 million were spread by aircraft

each month ad, during some periods when special efforts were

being made to get guerrillas to surrender, the number would jump

to 50 million. The Communists imposed stiff penalties on any of

their members picking up a leaflet, and the terrorists' lack of

literacy also decreased the leaflets' use. As a backup to leaf-

lets, "voice aircraft" with a capability of delivering a 30-second

52Knight, p. 30.
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message to an areb from an altitude of 2,500 feet were used

extensively from 1953. Of all surrendered personnel, 70 per cent

said they were influenced by such broadcasts.53  Frequently,

these propaganda messages (whether in writing or broadcast) were

directed at specific members of an MRLA unit based on intelligence

gathered from recently captured or surrendered personnel.

To assist guerrillas in surrendering (and often it would

take weeks and months for an opportunity to arise so that a

guerrilla could escape from his comrades), colored searchlights

were placed in villages on which they could guide at night. On

occasions, areas were declared "truce zones" into which no British

patrols would operate or artillery be fired. 54 This eliminated

the fear of being intercepted in the jungle where one normally

fired first and looked afterward.

In directing propaganda at villagers, over 50 radio receivers

were placed in settlements by 1951.55  Campaigns to incite the

people against the guerrillas because of their rubber tree

slashing activities resulted in the terrorists' stopping it for

56fear of losing support of the people. Dead and captured

guerrillas were displayed to the local inhabitants as visual proof

of the elimination of the Communist threat.57

53Slater, p. 194.
54Bartlett, pp. 72-73.
5Park, p. 177.

56Campbell, p. 143.
S51bid., p. 123.
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Although the British psywar campaign was very effective,

they admitted that it was not the decisive weapon in the war and

that it was not effective at all unless accompanied by successful

military operations in the field.58

TRAINING

Declaration of The Emergency caught the British Army ill-

prepared to combat the MRLA. British troops were not tr'ained in

the conduct of jungle or counterinsurgency operations. For two

years they attempted to fight the guerrillas by using conventional

tactics, and their lack of success indicated the futility of such

efforts. If jungle schools and other training programs had not

been adopted, it is likely that every new commander reporting to

Malaya would have continued to use conventional tactics in an

unconventional war; and by the time they learned their lesson, it

would have been too late, for their tours of duty would have

ended, (Br.cish battalions served in Malaya for three years. Most

soldiers were Selective Service conscriptees serving two-year tours,

so, other than for a few regular officers and NCO's, all units

suffered over a 100 per cent turnover in personnel during the

three years a battalion was in Malaya.)59

The procedure adopted for training newly arriving battelins

was. as follows. While the unit was proceeding to Malaya by

troopship, an advance party conisting of the battalion co ander,

58Ianrhan p.69.
59Cravford p. 196.
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selected members of his staff, company commanders, and selected

platoon leaders and NCO's were flown to Malaya. Upon arriving,

they proceeded to a Jungle Training Center to participate in a

three eek course designed to prepare them to fight the MRIA.

This course was conducted by ighly qualified British and Gurkha

soldiers, well-versed and experienced in fighting the guerrillas

in Malaya. The course consisted of a mixture of classroom and

field work, including an orientation on the history of The Emer-

gency, Police and Army organization, Junglecraft, navigation, air

supply, how to set up jungle base camps, ambushing jungle trails,

action to take when ambushed, quick fire exercises, noise discipline

in the jungle, and guerrilla methods of operating. The course

culminated with the personnel participating in a "live" three-day

exercise against terrorists operating in nearby jungle locales.
60

Usually, members of the advance party'managed to spend some time

with their counterparts in the unit they vere replacing prior to

the arrival of their troops. This was of great assistance in

gainin,- familiarity with the manner in 'which operations were coc-"

ducted in the ares, gaining information of the- enemy and the

terrain, and establishing friendly relations with civilian and.

police authorities. .On occnions,-no unit officers and NCO's

vc'out on patrols with the departing unit, thereby acquiring

valuable first-hand kanwledge of the situation. 6 1.

60
JI±*d. P4 $il pp. 128-129. .*
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On arrival of their unit, advance party personnelwere

responsible for training their troops. Everything they learned

at the Jungle Training Center and what they picked up from the

unit they replaced was ingrained in their troops. This training

period normally lasted 2-4 weeks, with troops being drilled in

jungle tactics until their reactions became automatic. This

period also served to acclimatize the personnel to the extreme

Malayan weather. Some claimed This was a rather leisurely and

nonchalant method of going to war, but through bitter experience

the British had learned the futility of charging into jungle

operations with untrained units. The British also knew that local

villagers were closely watching to see if the new units were on

a par with departing units--initial successes were of great pay-

chological and. tactical value, for villagers were not likely to

risk providing intelligence when they had no, faih in local
62

security forces.

"Uring this training period considerable time was spet on

jungle-f fit agst teach quick-fire technaiques at 20*30 yard

ranges., Nhrksaanehip vas extraely important, for seldom are

th n a quick fleetng shot at close range was to be had against

the enemy before hie would dive off a path to be 1ost from view in

63the: j untie. Prceures to follow in the evet ofchance ecoun.

ters in the Jungle were established and drilled into the troOPs:

62111
6 3 Cravford, pp. 18419.
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the lead scout would shout "bandits" and charge$ to be followed

by the rest of the patrol; if possible, instead of following in

the steps of the charging lead scout, the patrol would dash to

the flank and attempt to circle around the enemy.6 On patrols,

the troops established the policy of the lead sr ,ut looking for

movement and listening for sound (noise discipline is extremely

important in the jungle); five yards behind, the second man looked

into the undergrowth on the right with the next man looking to

the left, the next man looked up into the trees, and the lest mar.

65always was responsible for rear security. The denseness of the
jungle precluded the use of flank security or movement dowt~

anything but jungle trails and arnims, paths. Alertness was vital

to a patrol's security. During this period smail units conducted
4numerous short, patrols lasting only 1-3 days-. This tended to

condition end ace limatite the men whilq deveoping their abiliiy"

to live and operate iii the jungle.

The tecniqes of jungle navigatimi are extremely difficult..

lVitb maPs being incomplete and ~inaccurate tile problem was further

cozplicated.. No tricks to aOlve tile problem ever: vere discovered.

Porsoutkal- were trained constantly in the use of a compass sid. a
.-sp. but eethbatelom vere able to accurately plot thelr

J. ~ location at the. end of a dsy'ls patrolliig in the. deep jungle.

np. 14L.
i p, . 30-31.
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Tracking the enemy th~jogh the jungle was a major problem.

Scout dogs were used but were generally quickly abandoned as

being unsatisfactory. Jungle aborigines were recruited, but most

were psychologically unsuited for such duties. Great success

was had with Dyack tribesm~en from Borneo. Up to four of these

ex-headhunters joined each company-size unit during its training

phase and remained with it throughout the unit's tour of duty.

They had an uncanny knack for picking up and following even the

most obscure enemy trails 6and managed to transmit some of their

ability to the British troopers.

Throughout the initial training period, in fact throughout

the three-year on-the-job training and operating period a u~nit

served in Malaya, four substantives-of training were: 1 ingraining

aspirit of init iat~ve and aggressiveness in everyone, (2) coni-

stantly practicing vifle marksmanship .(and put the best shotsaup,

front), (3) repetitive training in jungle navigation, and .(4)

development of junglecrakt.tw

OP.M~T1~

The fo11oaring explifies. the nature of counterlasurgancy

operations in M~alay*.-

Operation Nesau, typical of the battalion 'site okera-
dious in HAlaya, bega in December, 1954. and onded'
In- September, 1955. The South Swamp of Kusla .ngst
covers au. or" of over 100 square *ilea.. It to dense

6 6 Crocktt, ivrepn Iberot. Red Star, p. 50.
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jungle with trees up to 150 feet tall where visibility
is limited to about thirty yards. After several
assassinations, a British battalion was assigned to
the area. Food control was achieved through a system
of rptioning, convoys, gate checks, and search. One
company began operations in the swamp about December
21, 1954. On January 9, 1955, full-scale tactical
operations began; artillery, mortars, and aircraft
began harassing fires in South Swamp. Originally,
the plan was to bomb and shell the swamp day and night
so that the terrorists would be driven out into ambushes;
but the terrorists were well prepared to stay indefi-
nitely. Food parties came out occasionally, but the
civil population was too afraid to report them.

Plans were modified; harassing fires were reduced
to nighttime only. Ambushes continued and patrolling
inside the swamp was intensified. Operations of this
nature continued for three months without results.
Finally on March 21, an ambush party, after forty-five
hours of waiting , succeeded in killing two of eight
terrorists. The first two red pins, signifying kills,
appeared on the operations map, and local morale rose
a little.

- Another month passed before it wa learned that
terrorists were makiog .a contact itsido the swamp. One
platoon established aun ambush; one terrorist appeared
and was killed. May passed without-a eontact. In
June, a chance. meeting by a patrol acented for oane
killed and one-captured. A few days later, after four
fruitltss days of pstrolling, one platoon enroute to
tam!) accounted for two more terrorists, The Number 3
terroriut in the area surrendered end reported that food
control. wo so effective hat -one terrorist had bea
murdered it a qutrrel over food.

On auly 71 t o sddttional companies .uere assigued.
to the aroo: patrellias and harnclg ires ere iterao-
si ftd, T reo terrorists turro dered-and one of them
led a ploon patrol to the terrorist lesder's cap.
The patrol attcked the camp, kiilog four, includitng
the leader, Other patrols ceccnted for four more; by
the end of July, tuonty-t1ree terrorists remained iW
the WaMP with tio food or. c6o uicattone with the out-
aide world. Restrictions on the civil population were
lifted.

Tlis vas the nature of operations: 60,000 artilley
shells, 30,000 roands of mortar XaMnition, ad 2,000
alrcraft boats for 35 terrorists kil'led or captured. Each
oue represented 1,500 man-days of patrolking or valting
in ambushes. ."Nastau" vas considered a sa ces , for the
end of. the eaergency vas oeo step tearer.

6 8 arine Corps SchOols, "Small-Unit Operations," ii,-•

Tills And ot Fit i, ad by T. N. Greae, pp. 21124C.
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Operations in the first two years of The Emergency most fre-

quently consisted of battalion sweeps through specified jungle

areas. Seldom was any hard intelligence available upon which to

base such operations. As a result, the enemy would flee the area,

with elements of the battalion at best only finding deserted guer-

rilla base camps. With no enemy discovered, reports were aiven

of "enemy cleared from the area" and the Lattalion moved to

.another area to repeat the futile exercise. 6 9  If enough troops

had been available to saturate the Malayan jungles, such opera-

tions probably would have been successful, but the $ritish never

were able to marshal that many soldiers. In' 1948. there were 10

infantry battalions in Malaya. A battalion has about 70.0 men but

only about 400 of. these are available for field operations. There-

fore the Uritish had oily 4.000 trocps in. the field to cnmbat

the 4,000- ,000 it&A sorgonts, and usny of these soldiers wore
tied dowi to sattit guard posta ad other duties that n otally

would have bean perftvnd by police foes. Uy 1951, athet Vr)

20 battaliosin IAya or 8,000 amc ho could be put'into the

jungle to trak *LA forc-S that 144J growU to 6,0w04,000 ial

brus the 1950'. el Atmtd the Polite had aotleved a tvsoto-

one superiority over the guerrilla. il the jungle but at so time

Vas there a 10 or 12.to- ratio in the tield.70

'O ha4vin te manpOer to Apply triunrtu onteriCsurgnic

program all over Malay# ailot aneously, the 8ritish etablitshed

6 9Clutterbzck, pp. 52-5S3.
7  bid,, p. 43.
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a priority list of areas to be cleared, generally initiating

actions in districts where the Chinese population was low. Typi-

cally, such a "black" priority area would be about 20 miles square

with security forces of one infantry baLtalion (operating from

four separate company base camps), 10-12 Malayan Police Constables

manning a police post in each Chinese village, and a homeguard

force of 35 men in every village. Six months before a priority

operation began, additional undercover police detectives would be

ordered into the area with instructions to watch for food sagglers

and develop blacklists of such people. Military patrols would be

continued as usual, the object of their oprations being to seize

-.. . . .. .

rigidly onfaod a; would food racitiing programs (tice rationed

at 7~poundalpe aO/wek; all cawned foods punctured'at tbe time

tof purchast; storektepers required to strictly aecount for all

f"e sold). ghcn the police -dateativo' force h1d gathore-d their

inforaturn. the Arw and Police .oordinated in astablishing

terot dat cordigts aroand evory village in. the black area arrest-

ig all knovnm nugglorac Noc police waro thtn *wve into the

area and ' brigade starriqond on tie battalion. arolling vet

intenssifted thtn, vith food cache*t zwaiuing t"te priucipal objec4

tive poli. sarchd *11 w e..a-d cofis'ted. eest'food .

workers "e t t allwtad to eVen take their lonchet tild;

all vehicles pass$"%* thoup% the ares udre stoppe and sniched;4

troops lived in, the jsng;oe fiugn ctablisldncg ntneroua mall

A.bushes throughout the area. As a result of these A-isures Vhteh

'9
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were maintained for periods up to six months, the guerrillas

found themselves without food and no way of' obtaining any without

either leaving the Pea or taking the risk of raiding villages.

The leaders of the MRLA seldom would allow a guerrilla unit t-

leave an area for then its Min Yuen organizotion would break down.

The guerrillas therefore took more risks, resulting in more

frequent contacts with security forces; hunger and casualy rates

had an adverse effect on their morale,-leading to inzreided "

surrender-rates. Sometimes the British foutia it neceasary to go

through this routine several times before an area could be declard

white, but in general- this was a very successful means -of operat-

ing. Unfortunately, there were only enough troops to conduct 3-4

priority operations at any one time.71

As an adjunct to these food-denial operations, :the British

instigated programs to win the 100,000 Jungle aborigines away from

supporting the MRLA with whom they had developed friendly rela-

tions duririg World War II.,The establishment of 14 police post

jungle "forts" was the essence of this program. In actuality,

these "forts" were of little value militarily, but -the civic action

programs provided by the fort personnel did win the aborigines

over to the government side to the extent that, by 1954,.the MRUA

controlled only 3,000-4,000 aborigines. 72 Thuo another source

of food was denied the terrorists.

7 1 1bid., p 1. i14-120.
72pr, p. 146-153.
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By 1953, it was estimated thatthe MIRLA spent 90 per cent of -

its time attempting to develop food supplies. Jungle garden,

plots were planted but these were easily spotted from the air and

73
were sprayed with chemicals. Others were the target of ambush

parties. By the mid-fifties, the lack of food and supplies was

the principal problem confronting the MRLA.

Support from outside the country also was negdted effectively.

Patrol boats virtually sealed the long coastline, Although the

Thai border never was sealed totally, a series of police stations

was established across the front and patrols constantly operated

in -the area. The Thais cooperated to the extent of permitting

forces to follow guerrillas across their border to a depth of

-som poicein te aea.74three miles as well as placing some police in the area.

Several small-scale airborne operations were conducted against

the terrorists. Although casualties were hleavy initially, as

no. techniques were developed it was found that a paratrooper

could. jump into the Jungle canopy as 4.efely as into a normal drop.

z-pne. About half of the paratroopers would fall through the trees

,, "to the groun with no ill effects; the remainder used 250-foot

nylon iebbing ropes to lower themselves to the ground.75 The

.advent of helicopters in 1953 served to reduce the limited require-

ment for airborne forces.. As more sophisticated use of helicopters

73Slater, pp. 195-196..- .: /74Hanrahan, p; 77." . "
75Slater, p. 196.
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has been made in Vietnam than in Malaya, their use will not be

discussed in this paper. Suffice it to say they were of great

value as a means of transporting troops to isolated spots in the

jungle that could have been reached only after days of exhausting

jungle marches (rates of advance of 800-1,0QO yards per hour),

thereby allowing more time for the actual condu of field

operations.

Although food-denial programs undoubtedly were the most

effective operations conducted by the military ( in conjunction

with police and homeguard forces), they did not negate the need

for tracking down and killing the guerrilla in bis jungle hideouts.

During the first 2-3 years of The Emergency, the British attempted

to do this by sending battalions bashing through the jungle.

These operations almost invariably had disappointing results, but

the British doggedly pressed on with the exercises. Although

few contacts were made with the enemy, unknown to the British,

their aggressiveness and persistence in searching the jungle

forced the MRLA (in order to avoid contacts) to break up its

large 200-300 man units into platoon-sized units and eventually

into 10-12 man groups. (It should be n-ted that food-denial pro-

grams also played a part in this reorganization of the MRLA into

small groups because villages no longer were able to provide the

amounts of food and supplies needed to support large guerrilla

bands.) This had an adverse effect on MRLA morale, further com-

Aplicating an already difficult-problem of providing trained leaders
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and cadres for guerrilla units, and made command and control of

guerrilla units highly ineffective. (The MRLA had few military

radios and never was able to establish conmand nets.)

By the early fifties, the Britfsh changed their tactics.

Military operations in the jungle centered primarily on combat

patrols by squads or platoons and, on occasion, by companies.

Generally, company operations were mounted for purposes of-

enabling the unit to remain in the jungle for extended periods. 6

The company would establish a base camp deep in the jungle from

which platoons and squads would operate, and air drops into the

base camp every 4-5 days provided needed provisions.

Whether a company or platoon base camp was to be established,

the procedure was the same. Every effort would be made to select

a spot near water that was easily identifiable on the map or ground,

and near a jungle clearing if the unit was to stay in the field

long enough to require aerial resupply. The base area was searched

to insure no guerrillas were close by, and then a circular peri-

meter established. Jungle vines or ropes would be stretched around

the perimeter as a guide with other vines leading into the company

or platoon headquarters. Several hours of daylight were required

to set up a proper base camp, so it became standard for units to

halt operations by mid-afternoon when a camp was to be set up.77

Using the camp as an operational base, combat patrols and ambushes

would range out in all directions.

76Knight, p. 30.
lMans, p. 136.
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Two principal systems were established for patrolling--fan

and stream. Using the fan method, a patrol of 34 men would be

Vsent out on a designated azimuth for a distance of about 1000

yards, depending on the time available and the denseness of the

jungle; once out, the patrol could retrace its path to the base

camp or go a predetermined number of paces to the right or left

and then return to camp. Using only 3-4 man patrols, even a

platoon was able to send out many patrols each day. Generally,

a 10-degree spacing in azimuth between patrols was considered

adequate to preclude any possible encounters between patrols. If

enemy were spotted, one or two men would return to the base camp,

where a reserve force always was maintained while the rest of the

patrol kept the enemy under surveillance.78

The procedures for stream patrolling were similar to those

just outlined. Patrols of 3-4 men would work up and down stream

banks, knowing that the guerrillas built their camps near sources

of water. As maps seldom were accurate in tracing streams, there

was considerable danger of patrols coming upon one another using

this method of search. Therefore, unless the troops were thoroughly

familiar with the area, the number of patrols employed was lowered

in order to reduce chances of possible friendly encounters.79 Three

hours was about the maximum either type of patrol could maintain

high standards of alertness, so patrols seldom ranged more than

1,500-2,000 yards from the base camp.

78Ibid., p, 137.
791bid.
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If an occupied enemy base camp was located by a patrol, a

more or less standard method was developed for attacking it. After

a platoon leader and his troops arrived from the base camp, the

platoon leader would make his reconnaissance and plan of attack.

This generaily resulted in the platoon sergeant taking all but

5-6 men and dropping them off in two-man "stop" positions sur-

rounding the enemy camp, at a range of 300 to 400 yards out from

the camp. Any trails in the area were ambushed with "stops."

Establishing these positions normally would take up the rest of

the daylight hours, so the troops would stay in position over

night. The next morning, as soon as themwas sufficient light,

the platoon leader and 5-6 others would charge into the camp,

firing at all enemy and their jungle shelters. This action seldom

lasted over one minute. E.nemy survivors would flee in all direc-

tions, their SOP calling for them to meet later at some designated

point in the jungle. If the "stops" were not successful in picking

up the fleeing guerrillas, then the Borneo Dyack trackers were

employed to follow them. Normally, an ambush party would be leftI

at the deserted enemy camp site, as the guerrillas frequently back-

tracked to the site in order to pick up hidden food and supply caches.OD

Although constant patrolling activity was .an essential part of

the British plan of operations, the easiest end most successful

way of killing guerrillas was through the use of ambushes based on

good intelligence obtained from the police. For example, word might

80Ibid.
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be received through an informer that a guerrilla force of

unknown size was going to come to a certain area at a designated

time to pick up hidden food and supplies provided by villagers.

With this information, the military unit commander would make a

covert reconnaissance of the area; great care was required during

this phase, for if troops were seen in the area by any of the

villagers or rubber tappers, the word would be passed through the

M4in Yuen to the guerrillas and the pickup would be cancelled. If

time permitted, the ambush force would then rehearse in an area

similar to the pickup site or a rough sand-table model would be

constructed for orientation purposes. When the time arrived, the

ambush force was dispatched. If put into position at night (when

the enemy generally accomplished such pickups), the ambush party

might be able to move directly to the ambush site without fear

of being spotted by villagers, whose maovement was restricted by

curfew regulations; iU! positioned by day, it would employ some,

cover moons such as enxtering the jungle in another area and air-

cling back under jungle cover to the ambush site. if the pickup

7site was an open area such'as a rubber plantation, "area amibush"1

positions would be employedt .2-3 man positions established covering

all possible avenue; of escepe. Jungle Ambushes generally would

be set up along trails, with great.-care taken that all maere

camouflaged and tbat there was no evidence of their presence In'

the area. Ropes or jungle-vines would be stretched from position

to position and signals established for alerting personuel and for

56
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opening fire. Booby traps would be set up off the trail, for the

enemy invariably would dive into the underbrush the moment the

ambush was sprung. Not infrequently ambush positions would be

maintained for 4-5 days waiting for the enemy.8

All patrols and ambush partieo were carefully debriefed by

intelligence officers. Particular attention was paid to verifying

the correctness of maps anid to obtaining terrain sketches of the

area. Aay sightings of enemy tracks, deserted base camp sites,

jungle garden plots, jungle clearing areas, ae., were plotted

on itelligence maps for future reference.

Close air support and bombing strikes were used-in support

of jungle operations. Although there were instances of successful

strikes, the chances of killing guerrillas -in jungle hideouts'

through the use of air-pover were slight. Aircraft wore employed

most profitably as a means of resupplying ground units ,;erating

in the jungle..

Haintairdit% troop morale wase areal problem, Kmnty a Rritish

trooper spent his eatire Malsyan towar patrolling- through the

difficult Jukgle: and settiugup cuntiles "mushoe% wititut ever

seeing one of the enemy. The excellent morale that vas saintaied,

was attributable to four *actom., (1) good eaderahip by junior.

ofiers and tRCOts; (2) inteaso. Interest In-daily operations by

&Il ranks.; (3) prevention of bortdom by keeping fore& out on

Oerationis; and (4) waintataing pleasa base comnps.

Tbd pp. 124-133.
04Crookatt. Hdern (kierrills, VArfar p 316.
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By the end of 1954, the British had defeated the NRILA miii-

tarily. Recognizing the resilience of the Cowmunis#.movem~nt,

howiever, the British maintained constant pressure on the MULA

until, by the end of The Emergency, guerrilla forces numbered no

more than 100 personnel. This force, isolated from the people

ideologically and physically, no longer was a threat to Malaya.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

Several importaut factors can be pointed to as significantly

attributing to the successful counterinsurgency effort in Malaya:

1. Command and Control. Far-re3ching regulations were

established, permitting aonsiderable latitude in the prosecution

of counterinsurgency operations. officials then functioned with-

in the legal limits of these regulations and took steps to ensure

that they were complied with by everyone, The'appointment of

General Sir Gerald Templar as the High Comisaioner of the Federa-

tion and Director of Operatioua brought about centralization of

control and the effective coordination of military, *police,0 and

other governmut -programa..

2. esettlemto Resettlement per s is no solution,

to any of the problems of counterinsurgency., Resettlament in.

Which new' villages fire proviLded sec~urity from en.ey attacks and

stocial, political, economic, :ad psychological program are con-

ducted simultaneously is an effective means of isolating guerrilla

force# from the populace whtile winniog the people over to the

goverweent side.

3. Intelligonce. intelligence is the "y to success-

ful iilitary operations, As aosto the intelligence .6009 from

the people by way of their contacts with guerrilla fore*, divilian

polce. foto represent the privie agency for developiug lntelligenica.
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Close cooperation between police and military intelligence

* personnel is mandatory.

4. Food-Denial Programs. In a jungle environment

where the enemy is cut off from out-of-country support, food-

denial programs are the most effective means of disrupting his

operations. Successful food-denial programs lead to the enemy's

breaking up into smaller, more easily sustainable groups; cause

the enemy to spend much of his time cultivating his own crops;

and makes the enemy take more risks in attemptiag to obtain food

from the populace.

5. Coordination of Effort. A military victory is

meaningless unless won in-an atmosphere promising change from

conditions first responsible for the insurrection. The support

of the people must be gained early in the war effort, and this-can

be done bat through a coordinated program of -political, social,

and economic development and change.

6. Small Unit Operations. Battalion and larger suze

unit operations seldom are successful when conducted against

guerrilla forces.. The enemy will not sand and fight against such,

a superior force, and the movement of large f-orces through a Jungle

negates £vopruity of surprising guerrilla units. Decentral-

iting coiiund arid control to where platoon and smaller sized opera-

tion. vete the vc', the British were able to cover isolated jungl~

areas more thoroughly, thereby increasing opportunities of making

contacts with the enemy, and to seize control of much of the
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hinterland, driving the enemy further from the people and his

support base. In effect, the British waged guerrilla warfare

against the guerrillas.

7. Air Operations. The use of tactical air support

against small enemy units operating in a jungle environment is

unsatisfactory. Air is best used as a means of transport and

medical evacuation (helicopter) and for providing aerial resupply.

8. Continuity of Effort. British units were atsigned

a particular area of responsibiltty in Malaya and remained there

until such time as the area was pacified to the extent that it

could be controlled by police and iomeguard units. This policy

enso led the troops to gain complete familiarity with the terrain

and the enemy and his method of operating, -uhile carrying on

long-range civic action. programs with. the. people. This polcy

had a -positive psycholcgical effect on the people ond tended to

enlist their cooperation once they developed faith. in thle CAPS-

t l,y of tie unit in Uteir'area to defod them.

4-/
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